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Karma, Materials, & Slavery Statement 

KARMA 

  
When people think, speak or act a force is created. This returning force 
may be modified, changed or suspended, but most people aren’t able 
to stop it. The law of karma doesn’t exclude any religion, or science. 
Therefore avoiding universal principles is inescapable.  

BeastGeeks belief systems core values are based upon treating each 
other, and our partners with courtesy and respect. Which includes our 
family, customers, and shareholders.  

With our partners we expect their supply chain to abide by the same 
principles. As an organization our plan is to leave positive energy 
everywhere. Not hiding behind unethical behavior that’s attached to our 
products, and services. We’re not perfect, but we strive to give superior 
effort.   

IT IS BETTER TO CONQUER SELF, THAN TO WIN EVERY 

BATTLE. BUDDHA     

MATERIALS  
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Karma, Materials, & Slavery Statement 

BeastGeeks understands the law of energy. Energy is stored in fabrics, 
metals, and stones. Therefore choosing the best partners to supply 
quality, safe, natural, and negative karma free materials to make our 
Crowns.  

BeastGeeks wont choose environmentally unsafe fabrics, thats highly 
flammable. Or metals that easily tarnish, nor metals stolen from land 
without proper permission. Lastly, we refuse to use stones whose 
manufacturing tactics create unsafe working environments to workers, 
and surrounding communities.  

The human head is the central point of energy distribution and the head 
is where our customers may where our products. It’s important to 
understand energy on, or around the head should only be related to 
positive energy for our customers, from negative karma free materials. 
Hello Halo! 

  

The Law of Vibrations: states nothing is at rest, and everything is 

energy.  

SLAVERY 
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Karma, Materials, & Slavery Statement 

BeastGeeks currently, and in the future will not partner with any 
company and brand throughout our supply chain involved with slavery, 
and human trafficking. Our definition of slavery is: the recruitment of 
child labor, for the purpose of unfair wages, sex exploitation, organ 
white market, through the use of violence, and deception. Any 
partnerships found to participate or associate with any of the prior 
listed will end immediately.   

BeastGeeks investigates potential partners, their executives, and 
manufacturers before partnering. We choose our supply chain carefully. 
Any form of human trafficking, and slavery and unwanted karma to all 
involved including, unaware consumers, and employees.  

BeastGeeks purpose is to create markets for existing companies 
through creative branding , and superior web experiences. Then deliver 
clean, and negative karma free fashionable products to consumers to 
withstand time. First up? A fitted hat we like to call…. A Crown.       


